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This being my oonclusion, .it is my duty tQ treat the matter pre-
sented as a thing adjudged.
Let there be a decree perpetuating the injunction, so far as relatea

to the matters iU(jluded in the foregoing opinion.

ELGIN MINING & SMELTING Co. and others 11. hON SILVBB
MINING Co.-

(OirC1tit Oourt, D. ()olorad-o. November, 1882.)

1. MINING CUlMS-END LINES.
In th.e location of mining claims, " end ljnes" must be established as required

by the statute, and where the locator fails to do thIs, the courts will not fix
them by implication. If the end lines be absent, or so placed as not to define
the right of the locator to the exterior parts of the lode, the defect cannot be
snpplied.

2. 8AME-VALlO ONLY WITIIIN SURFACE LINES.
In such case the location may-be valid for aU that can be found within the

surface lines, but beyond those lines an essential element of the right to follow
the lodeis wanting, and therefore the right cannot exist.

Markham, Patterson if Thomas and M. B. Carpenter, for plaintiffs.
Jonas Seeley, for defendant.
HULETT, D. J. On the twenty-ninth of June last, the Elgin Mining

& SIl;lelting Company, a corporation of the state of'Dlinois, and sev-
erltl natural persons, exhibited in this court their bill of complaint
against the Iron Silver Mining Company, a corporation of New York,
to restrain a trespass of the latter company on the Gilt-Edge mining
claim, located in Lake county, Colorado. Asserting title to the Gilt-
Edge claim, plaintiffs alleged that they had found a lode therein
containing rich and valuable ore, and the defendant, claiming the
same ore as being in and of a certain other lode owned by it and
called the Stone lode, was proceeding to remove the are and convert
it to its own use.
After notice, defendant appeared and filed affidavits in opposition

to plaintiff's application for injunction. As disclosed in the bill and
affidavits, the controversy was mainly as to the right of defendant to
follow the lode from the Stoneelaim, owned and worked by it, be-
yond the lines of that claim and into the adjoining claim owned by
plaintiffs.
"'From the Colorado Law Ueporter.
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In its ordinary form, thisoontroversy pr.esents questions of fact as
to the existence of the lode in both claims, or ,the extension of it from
one. claim to.theother. One,partj, claiming to own the top and apex.
of the lode, seeks to follow;it;pn its dip through. the side lines of his
claim into the land adjoining, as the right so to follow it is defined in
section 2322, Rev. St.; the other, unable to deny the force of
the statute, appeals to a jury on the point whether the top and
apex of the lode arises in the ground of his opponent, or, if there,
whenh€rthe ·lode descends ftom that region to the plaice in dispute.
In addition to these questioris,which wt'ire not pressed at the hearing,
there is another and a very extraordinary question arising out of the
peculiar form and relative position of the claims. And as it is very
difficult to describe the claims fully in words, so as to explain the
,matter in dispute, a diagram will' serve the purpose better;

,260'-1\\.

The ore for which the parties are contenaingis within the surface
lines o'f plaintiff's claim, (the-Gilt Edge,) eastward from defendant's
claim, (the Stone,) and adjoining the latter. It is reached by means
of a perpendicular shaft from plaintiff's claim; and a tunnel or level,
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following, it is said; the rcourse of the vein' from a point in
ant's claim down the hill-side, and below the.other. Assuming, for
ihe present,that the top and apex of thelode,has bean found ill the
Stone claim, owned by defendant, and that the lode in a. downward
'Course, and with distinct boundaries, .passes eastward out of that·
claim and into the Gilt-Edge claim, owned by the plaintiff, to the
place in dispute, the right of defendant to follow it without the
lines of the Stone claim, and take the ore therein, is denied on the
ground that the latter claim is without end lines to define and limit·
such right. In the act of congress relating to mineral la.nds it is
provided, in section 2320, that "the end lines of each claim shall b"
parallel to each other;" andio section 2322, that the right of posses-
sion to the "outside parts" of veins or ledges, referring to such parts
as extend beyond the side lines of the lacation, "shall be confined to
such portions thereof as lie between vertical planes drawn downward,
as above described through the end lines of their locations, so con-
tinued in their own direction that such planes will intersect such
exterior parts of such veins or ledges."
In the Flagstaff Case, 98 U. S. 467, the acts relating to mineral lands

were said to require that locations of veins or lodes shall be made
lengthwise in the general direction of such veins or lodes on the sUr-
face of the earth; and that the end lines are to cross the lode and
extend perpendicolarly downwards, and to be continued in their own
direction either way horizontally.
The general practice in mining districts of making locations in the

form of a parallelogram conforms to this view, which is now univer.
sally accepted as correct. Obviously it was not intended that a. loca-
tor should secure more of the lode iu the "outside parts" extending
beyond the side lines than he ,could obtain on the course of the lode
within the limits of the location. In other words, by a proper loca-
tion he could secure 1,500 feet on the strike of the lode, and by the
extension of the planes of the end lines he would be limited to the
same number of feet laterally in pursuing the lode downwards with-·
out the side lines. Such limitation is necessary to define the miner's
right beyond his own t.erritory. If, when, once without his own lines,
he could turn to the right or left in search of ore, the limitation to
1,500 feet of the length of the vein would be made wholly nugatory,
and there would be no end of conflicts between adjacent owners, for
which no just rule of settlement would be found.
Referring to the defendanfs Stone claim, the .line at the north-

westerly end is said to be one of the end lines, and it is so minked
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on the diagram. In the first course of tbe location from that line,
which is S. 83 deg. E., there is no corresponding end line; and the
same is true of the second course, S. 18 deg. E.; and the third oourse,
S. 45 deg. W., very nearly. It will be observed that the location is
in the form of the letter A, trunoate, and the locator has made a part
of the inner line of the southern leg of the location 300 feet in length,
to correspond in direction with the line at the north-westerly end, and
called it an end line. With superficial attention to the letter of the
law, and in utter ignorance and disregard of its principles, the two
hnes were made of equal length aud parallel to each other, but so ar-
ranged that they can never perform the office assigned to them in the
law. What is oalled the southern end line is really on the north-west
side of the greafer part of the claini, and so placed that, when ex-
tended in a northerly direction, it must enter the inner line of the
claim in a short distance from corner No.5. In this position that
line cannot enter the field north and east from the claim, being in-
tercepted by the claim itself. And so it appears that, eastward and
southward from the north-western end of the claim, there is 110 line
which can be recognized as an end line, and the claim has but one
end line, or perhaps none whatever.
This view was not controverted at the hoaring, but it was said that

end lines may be a matter of legal inference and deductions from
established facts to control even the act of the locator of the olaim.
As the law requires that a location shall be made along the course
or strike of a vein at the surface of the earth, the end lines must of
necessity beat right angles to the course. And whenever the course
or strik", can be ascertained" at the points where it passes from the loca-
tion, end lines should be fixed at right angles thereto, without refer-
ence to the end lines laid in the location. To apply this rule to
defendant's claim, lines should be drawn parallel to each other at
each end, and where the outorop of the vein is said to pass out of the
location, and in the general direction east and west, the strike of the
vein being north and south.
The circular form of outcrop is thought to be the result of erosion

in California gulch, which comes down through the middle of the
claim, and at some remote time the outcrop may have extended di-
rectly across the gulch between the ends of the claim, so as to admit
of a location in the usual form with end lines, as now proposed
to be laid, in the general direction east and west. It is contended
that in the location of a olaim, whioh must of necessity be made be-
fore the strike of the lode can be ascertained, it is too much to expect
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the locator to lay his lines in the proper direction, and locations
made at various angles of divergence from the strike of the lode are
cited to illustrate the fact that by a slight deviation from the proper
course the object of making a location may be defeated. This,
however, is only to say that it is difficult to make a good location of a
mining claim when the situation of the ore is unknown, and that if
the locator' fails to lay his claim so as to secure the ore, the law
should correct his mistake. Plainly enough, the law requires ,the
locator to fix the boundaries of the olaim, offering the bounty of the
government to the extent oftha public domain from which to make
the best possible selection. If the locator fails to choose wisely
well, the failure is with him, and it cannot be imputed to the law.
There is no greater reason for saying that the end lines shall be
established by inference and presumption .from the course of the lode,
than that the side lines shall be so established. The rule of the
early miner's law, which obtained'in some mining districts before
the statute was enacted, was of the character which we are now asked
to adopt. By locating on the vein the miner secured the number of
feet allowed him, wherever it might extend, with surface ground ad,-
jacent, aad, of course, the boundaries of the claim could only be
known from course of the lode. By the' act of congress that
rule was cbanged" and it was required that the boundaries of'the
claim shall be marked on the ground, and end lines and side lines
8/l'e referred to in a way to shoW that they must be'laid down with
c,are. Under such a statute it cannot be necessary to discuss at
length the power of the court to establish lines by construction, for
no such power can exist. The end lines established by the locator
must control, and if absent, or if so placed as not to define the right
of the locator to the exterior parts of the lode, the defed cannot be
supplied.
In that case the location may be valid for all that can be found

within the surface lines, but beyond those lines an essential element
of the right to follow the lode is wanting, and therefore the right can-
not exist. With some information as to the situation of the ore, and
the law relating to the subject, the end lines of the Stone claim
could have been laid as it is now said they should be placed, and the
failure to do so was owing to ignorance of facts necessary to intelli-
gent action. It presents the common case of failure to obtain prop-
erty through a mistake of fact or law, for which the party seeking the
property is alone responsible. Against such error and misfortune
the law does not relieve.
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At the hearing, on plaintiff'amotion for inj.unctionto restrain the
iron company'from working within the limits of the Gilt-Edge claim,
these reaSOns were thought to be su1i,icient to support the application,
and the injunction was allowed. Recently the defendant has brought
in a crogs-bill, asking to anjoin i the plaintiff from working in the
l3ame ground, and on that motion the whole subject has been reviewed,
with the result now to be stated. .
The defendant, in virtue of its ownership of the Stone olaim, has

no right to anything beyond the lines ·of that claim in any direction,
and therefore the motion must be denied.

LAUGHLIN v; MITCHELL.·
(au-Iyute Oourt, 8. J) Mi8Sis8ippi. 1882.)

1. TRU8T-CRBATED BY PAROL.
To establish a resulting trust created by a' parol agreement, where the sub-

ject of the trust is real estate, the evidence must be clear and satisfactory.
2. SAME-VASE STATED.

Where a party, the husband of complainant, was largely indebted, and exe-
cutetl a mortgage or trust deed to rea.l property owned, by him to trustees, who
offered the same for sale to the highellt bidder, and the father of complainant
became the purchaser thereof and assumed the payment of the creditors of the
estate, which '\Vas to be made from the income of the property 80 purchased,
the purchaser having agreed by parol that the purchase was made for the
efit of his said daughter, and the daugliter remained in possession thereof till
the bringing of her suit, held, that such parol agreement did not create a re-
sulting trust in such real estate SUbject only to the incumbrance of the·pur-
chase money bid at the sale.

8. SAME-ESTOPPEL.
Where complainant subsequently accepted and recorded a deed or lease made

to her by the purchaser, granting her an estate for life in said real estate, in
which lease she acknowledged that the lessor was the sole legal and equitable
owner of said real estate, she is estopped from assailing the lease and seeking
to have the same declared void, and set aside as a cloud on her title after 10
years' enjoyment of the leased premises, and after the death of the lessor, and
thll devise of his remainder interest toa third party.

4. SAME-UNDUE INFLUENCE.
A passage in a letter written to the lessee by the lessor that, in the event of

her refusingtbe terms of the lease and returning it, there is nothing "to pre-
vent his putting an overseer on the place, or to prevent his executors from do-
ing the same thing," where he does Dot say that he will dispossess her, but
leaves her the option.of returning the deed, and in that event proposes to leave
her in possession of house, garden, and appurtenances, and an income in
place of the provisions of the lease, cannot be constrlled u undue iWlllence.

In Equity.
- AlIIrmed. See 7 Sup. ot. Rep. ...


